In this paper we find that stocks overreact to both positive and negative extreme daily movements of the broader market, but more intensely in the latter case. The overreaction is even more pronounced when the market exhibits clustered extreme swings, indicating that the overreaction is related to market volatility. Indeed, a contrarian investment strategy earns a significant FamaFrench daily alpha of 0.34% (85.68% annualized) with a Sharpe ratio of 5.23 in highly volatile circumstances. Stock overreaction appears to be driven by the loser stocks that revert more strongly, even as they exhibit a lower market beta than the winners.
Introduction
Stock market movements on some days can be considered unusually high compared to their fluctuations on most other days. If such extreme daily market movements represent an efficient/rational response to major value relevant information and events, trading the individual winning and losing stocks on such days should not offer profits in the days following.
Alternatively, the extreme market movements may not be efficient in the sense that the immediate response is an overreaction meaning more than due adjustment in prices. If prices in the days following revert to the proper level, a contrarian strategy may generate abnormal trading profit. On the other hand, despite a large move, the immediate response may still represent an underreaction or the later adjustments may be delayed overreactions. In this case, a momentum style strategy may generate abnormal trading profit.
Despite an ever growing literature on market efficiency/rationality and contrarian versus momentum strategies, there is a lack of empirical evidence in this regard in the context of extreme daily market movements. Using daily returns from 1926 to 2013, this paper attempts to reduce this gap by providing empirical evidence on the short-term (21 trading days) profitability of contrarian versus momentum portfolios of US stocks formed on the days of extreme daily movements in the broader US market.
The empirical exercise in this paper brings together three major strands of literature, the overreaction (cum irrational exuberance-excess volatility) hypothesis (De Bondt and Thaler, 1985, Shiller, 1981) , the momentum strategy as an investment style (Jegadeesh, 1990, Jegadeesh and Titman, 1993) , and the extreme or tail risk phenomenon in financial markets. The overreaction and momentum literatures are mostly based on portfolio formation and performance evaluation using typical returns over many sequential long intervals of a month to more than a year. In contrast, as the extreme risk phenomenon refers to market moves that are high in severity but low in frequency, it is relatively short in duration. This is most dramatically illustrated by the US market crash of 1987 and the 2008-09 financial crisis. Extreme market movements, however, can also occur on days of major macroeconomic or leading company information and geopolitical events, or simply due to technical trading (overbought/oversold).
US Stock Reaction to Extreme Market Events
To our knowledge, there is not much published evidence about the extreme risk phenomenon from the perspectives of the overreaction and momentum literatures. An extreme market movement may indeed represent an appropriate and immediate price adjustment warranted by a significant change in the drivers (growth and risk perceptions and risk preference) of valuation. It may, however, be an immediate overreaction or even an underreaction. The informational efficiency of extreme market movements is thus an empirical issue that we strive to answer first.
Second, while the extreme negative events (market returns) draw headlines, extreme positive events do also happen and cannot be ignored. An interesting empirical question is whether the market's informational efficiency is different in the context of extreme negative versus positive developments. If there is indeed a difference, then the profitable trading strategies will also be different conditional upon extreme negative versus positive market movements.
Third, the profitability of a contrarian strategy (long the past losers, short the past winners) in support of the overreaction hypothesis rests on return reversal while that of a momentum style strategy (short the past losers, long the past winners) relies upon return continuation. Whether returns reverse or continue may, however, depend on the term structure of returns and the investment horizon (De Bondt and Thaler, 1985 , Jegadeesh and Titman, 2001 , Novy-Marx, 2012 , Goyal and Wahal, 2013 . Short term return reversal is reported by Brown, Harlow and Tinic (1988) , Lehman (1990) and Atkins and Dyl (1990) . 1 There is, however, little published research about return continuation versus reversal of extreme market movements, that is, whether an extreme fall in the market on one day is followed by an extreme fall or rise in the market in the following days and vice versa. 2 As our events are defined using the broader market 1 The extant literature shows that past losers tend to outperform past winners in the long run (three to five years), while the opposite pattern prevails in a shorter horizon (few months to a year). The evidence is mixed for very short horizons like a day. Varied explanations for these phenomena (Amini et al, 2013) relate to market microstructure (Cox and Peterson, 1994; Campbell, Lo and MacKinlay, 1997) , change in risk (Brown, Harlow and Tinic, 1988; Pastor and Stambaugh, 2003) , behavioral biases (Atkins and Dyl, 1990; Choi and Hui, 2014) and misinformation (Chan, 2003; Savor, 2012) .
movements, 3 microstructure effects (bid-ask bounce, volume, etc.) and group or stock specific issues (e.g., size, earnings, book to market ratios, analyst coverage, etc.) should have minimal influence on our results. Further, as all individual stocks in this paper share the same event dates, our results are unlikely to be driven by misinformation about individual stocks.
Fourth, Daniel and Moskowitz (2013) report that the conventional static momentum strategy "crashes" during periods of high market volatility following a bear market (cumulative negative return of the CRSP VW Portfolio over the last 24 months). Although not studied directly, this result is indicative of the implication of extreme movements in the overall market.
This paper provides additional evidence in this regard by examining portfolios that are formed conditional upon the infrequent but extreme daily movements in the broader market.
Our results show that the US market overreacts for both positive and negative events, but more intensely in the latter case where the contrarian strategy reaches a statistically and economically significant abnormal return of 4.17% (50.04% annualized) by the end of the postevent window. We study subsamples such as the non-overlapping and overlapping events, and overlapping events of same or opposite signals (signs) of extreme market movements. We find an economically and statistically significant overreaction in all cases, even when the overlapping events are of the same sign. This latter subsample, where the subsequent event reinforces the earlier one, the portfolio should exhibit momentum. Instead this subsample exhibits overreaction and the contrarian strategy yields a Fama-French daily alpha of 0.08% (20.16% annualized) over the post-event window of the earlier event.
The overreaction is of course stronger when the overlapping events are of opposite signals, with the contrarian strategy earning a Fama-French daily alpha of 0. 19% (47.88% annualized) over the post-event window, and thus implying the possibility of volatility and overreaction being related. Indeed, the cumulative return of the contrarian strategy over the post-event window is 7.42% (1.99%), or 89.04% (23.88%) annualized, for the subsample of events with the highest (lowest) 30 percent instances of high market volatility. In the case of events in an environment of high (above median) market volatility, the Fama-French daily alpha of the contrarian strategy is quite impressive at 0.21% (52.92% annualized) with a Sharpe ratio of 5.29. 4 We also investigate if the contrarian profits are driven by the reversal of the winner or the loser portfolios, and find that the return reversal is generally more consistent and stronger for the losers than for the winners. Such a result is quite unexpected for the non-overlapping events as well as for the overlapping events with the same signal since for both the loser stocks exhibit a lower market beta than the winners.
Overall, our results provide consistent and strong support for the overreaction hypothesis hypothesis (De Bondt and Thaler, 1985, Shiller, 1981) . Our finding of stock overreaction being very strong in the backdrop of high market volatility also lends support to the momentum strategy crashes in turbulent periods (Daniel and Moskowitz, 2013; Barroso and Santa-Clara, 2014 ).
However, the overreaction of stocks cannot be explained by their systematic risk. Information based hypotheses such as the Uncertain Information Hypothesis (Brown, Harlow and Tinic, 1988) or the Information Hypothesis (Chan, 2003; Savor, 2012; Baule and Tallay, 2014) are not supported either by our results. A more appealing explanation is the behavioral bias (Griffin and Tversky, 1992 ) that investors exhibit overconfidence in events that are sizable/grave in magnitude but low in frequency, and hence they overreact.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Starting with a brief review of studies dealing with large stock price movements in Section 2, data and methodology are described in Section 3. The empirical results are presented in Section 4 and summary and concluding remarks follow in Section 5.
Literature review
4 In this paper, we calculate the Sharpe ratio as the average differential return of the contrarian portfolio over the market return deflated by the standard deviation of the differential return, all measured over the post-event window. As such, our Sharpe ratio is 0.0 for the market. A positive (negative) Sharpe ratio of the contrarian portfolio indicates that the contrarian portfolio outperforms (underperforms) relative to the market.
US Stock Reaction to Extreme Market Events
The focus in this paper is on the short-term reaction of individual stocks to extreme movements in the broader market. To place the empirical evidence of this paper in perspective, it is nonetheless worthwhile to briefly review the prior findings where events are defined in terms of large movements in individual stock prices.
5 Brown, Harlow and Tinic (1988) found positive abnormal returns in the 60 days following an individual stock price change greater than 2.5% in magnitude, for both positive and negative shocks. They advocate that this supports the Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) since the positive abnormal returns simply reflect the increase in risk following the event. The authors name this framework as the Uncertain Information Hypothesis (UIH). It is to be noted that the abnormal returns should not persist after controlling for risk if the UIH holds. Also, according to the UIH, the post-event abnormal returns should be positive for both positive and negative initial events. In comparison, under momentum or return continuation, positive (negative) returns follow positive (negative) events, and under overreaction or return reversal, negative (positive) returns follow positive (negative) events. Corrado and Jordan (1997) argue that the 2.5% event threshold of Brown, Harlow and Tinic (1988) is too low, thus generating too many events. For example, assuming a Normal distribution, this threshold means that one event is expected to occur every ten days. Accordingly, Corrado and Jordan (1997) employed a much larger event filter of 10% price change and found that, consistent with the Overreaction Hypothesis (OH) of De Bondt and Thaler (1985) , the negative (positive) events are followed by positive (negative) abnormal returns (AR). Similarly, Bremer and Sweeney (1991) reported a significant price reversal (above average returns), for the individual stocks of Fortune 500, in the days after a stock experiences a large price decline such as more than 10%. Also, they did not find this phenomenon to be related to market movements.
Further studies for distinct stock sets (Atkins and Dyl, 1990; Akhigbe, Gosnell and Harikumar, 1998) , thresholds (Howe, 1986; Sturm, 2003; Madura and Richie, 2004) and markets (Atanasova and Hudson, 2007; Nguyen, Pham, and To, 2008 ) also documented a short-term reversal pattern. A behavioral explanation that the findings of return reversal are consistent with was provided by Griffin and Tversky (1992) . They argue that, in revising beliefs, people tend to focus on the "strength" or extremeness of available evidence (e.g., size of an effect) and pay insufficient attention to its "weight" or credence (e.g., size of the sample). This leads to overconfidence when "strength" is high and "weight" is low, and underconfidence when the opposite is the case. In the context of stock prices, this means that investors would tend to have overconfidence in events (news, developments) that are sizable/grave in magnitude but low in frequency, and hence would tend to overreact. Underreaction, on the other hand, is to result from underconfidence in events that are less material but more frequent.
Several studies, however, contradict the behavioral explanation of Griffin and Tversky (1992) by reporting underreaction after large price swings (Pritamini and Singal, 2001; Benou and Richie, 2003; Lasfer, Melnik and Thomas, 2003) . In a reconciliation effort, Choi and Hui (2014) argue that the behavioral bias depends on the surprise or unexpected component/dimension of an event. As such, even if an event is quite sizable, market participants may underreact to it if the event was largely expected. In spirit, this explanation is similar to the Information Hypothesis (Chan, 2003; Savor, 2012; Baule and Tallay, 2014) Aside from the fact that the above studies do not consider events in terms of extreme market movements, there is also an important methodological issue. With the exception of Corrado and Jordan (1997) , most of the studies do not control their samples for overlapping events, that is, one or more days in the post-event period for calculating abnormal returns where the price change is of the magnitude used to define the event. It is thus not clear whether the reported abnormal returns support a given hypothesis (overreaction, momentum, IH or UIH), or simply reflect the influence of another extreme event in the "post-event" period. The extant evidence becomes even more confounded as many studies measure the expected (or normal) return from the "pre-event"
window that itself contains an event in the case of an overlap.
This paper improves the event study methodology in question in a number of ways. First, we control for overlaps between events. We are not aware of any study that explicitly compares the results between overlapping and non-overlapping price shocks. Second, we divide the overlapping events into groups according to the signals (positive, negative) of the events: (a) momentum when they maintain the same signal, (b) contrarian when they reverse, and (c) mixed when several signals in the same window indicate a conflicting pattern. This procedure enable us to verify in which circumstances the abnormal reactions are more pronounced, enhancing the comprehension of the under and overreaction phenomena.
Third, our events are defined in terms of extreme market movement, but we employ the daily excess return of the stock (the return above or below the market) in the post-event period of abnormal return calculation. Thus, a given stock may have a movement of the market magnitude or more on the event day as well as in the pre-event or post-event window and still it is retained when eliminating overlapping market events. This allows all stocks under study to be retained in any experiment.
Fourth, we examine if overreaction is more pronounced when volatility is high, as may be expected according to the behavioral models. At times of high volatility, cleaner information may be lacking and proper pricing may be more challenging.
Lastly, unlike the extant studies, we employ a Value at Risk based rolling threshold to determine whether the market movement on a given day is extreme. This is because a fixed percentage move may be too extreme or not quite extreme depending on the prevailing market circumstances.
Data and methodology
The primary data of the paper is the CRSP daily returns of the CRSP Value-Weighted Index and the component stocks of the S&P 500 Index over the 1926-2013 period. We use the CRSP Value Weight Index as a proxy for the market since its base is broader and it has daily return data dating back to 1926. The two indexes are almost perfectly correlated (99.92%) any ways.
We define an event as a daily return of the S&P 500 Index, either positive or negative, that exceeds its 99.50% Value at Risk for a short or long position in the index, based on the empirical distribution of the previous 500 trading days. Under a normal distribution with zero mean, this definition corresponds to an event that is expected to occur 2.52 times a year. This represents tail events that are more extreme than the Basel 99% Value at Risk based regulatory capital requirement for trading portfolios. Although arbitrary, we argue that this threshold should retain extreme enough events without making the events too rare for trading purposes. Our sample contains 663 events, 353 negative and 310 positive, representing 2.9% of the trading days in the sample, indicating that the empirical distribution has fatter tails than the Normal.
For a given event, only stocks with complete data on the event day and the post-event window were retained. Furthermore, to avoid liquidity and missing data bias, those stocks with more than 5 returns reported as "zero" during both windows of a given event were also deleted from the sample.
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The abnormal return (AR) of the stocks is defined as the excess return of the stock over the return of the chosen market index (DeBondt and Thaler, 1985) , namely the CRSP Value Weighted Index, both on the event day. The stocks are ranked according to their abnormal return on the event day. The top 10% and the bottom 10% stocks form, respectively, the equally weighted "Winner (W)" and "Losers (L)" portfolios for the event. The one-day portfolio formation window is in accordance with the literature (Brooks, Patel and Su, 2003; Coleman, 2012) reporting that the market reaction to unanticipated events occur on the day of the event. 
On the other hand, if the market underreacts on the event day or there is delayed overreaction, we would expect the opposite behavior, meaning that the winner stocks should outpace the losers during the post-event window, and the contrarian portfolio ACAR should be negative:
To test the significance of the results, the t-statistic is calculated using the formula:
where ACAR L,t and ACAR W,t are, respectively, the average cumulative returns of the loser and winner portfolios on day t(subscript), and N is the number of events analyzed. The sample variance S t 2 is estimated in the following manner:
Thus, a positive and significant ACAR means overreaction and indicates that a contrarian strategy (long event day losers, short event day winners) is profitable, whereas a negative and significant ACAR implies underreaction (delayed overreaction) and now a momentum strategy (short event day losers, long event day winners) is profitable instead. Finally, a low absolute value of ACAR and/or the lack of its significance denotes due immediate and later reactions of the individual stocks to an extreme market shock. Table 1 reports summary statistics of the daily raw returns of the market index as well as of the winner and loser portfolios during all 663 event days (portfolio formation windows) and the post-event windows. To facilitate the comparison the Table also includes the statistics of the market index during the days that are not in either the event or the post-event windows, named as out of sample in the table. As expected, on the events days, the average return of the loser (winner) portfolio is negative (positive) at -5.590% (+5.337%), while the average market index return is slightly negative (-0.144%), meaning that the average of positive and negative returns of the markets during the positive and negative events almost cancelled out. Considering skewness, both winner and loser portfolios are asymmetric, but in opposite directions, namely negative skew for the loser stocks and positive skew for the winner.
(Insert Table 1 about here) During the post-event window, the losers seem to outperform the winners on average by a huge margin (losers: +0.206% daily, winners: +0.047% daily), thus indicating a pattern of strong overreaction. This behavior can only be partially attributed to risk, since the difference in the standard deviation of daily returns of the two portfolios (losers: +2.877%, winners: +2.371%) is much lower than the difference in their average daily returns. Meanwhile the market seems more volatile in the post-event window (standard deviation: 1.925%) than in the out of sample period (standard deviation: 0.871%), perhaps because of clustering of the extreme market movements.
However, the average daily market return is almost identical between the post-event (+0.044%) and out of sample days (+0.43%). Interestingly, in the post-event window, the daily average return of the winner portfolio (0.047%) is very similar to that of the market (0.044%), while the daily average return of the loser stocks is strongly positive (0.206%). The very preliminary indication here is that the overreaction could be attributed to the reversal of the losers, rather than reversal of the winners. The next sections shed more light into this discussion by presenting the detailed empirical results.
Empirical results
We first present the results for all events and for positive and negative events separately. This is followed by the results for distinct groups that were formed regarding the sign of overlapping events resulting in 4 subsamples: Non-overlapping (no other event in the post-event window), Momentum (one or more events of same sign in a given post-event window), Reversal (one event of the opposite sign in the post-event window) and Mixed (more than one event of either sign in the post-event window). We then analyze the relationship between overreaction and volatility and propose an investment strategy that takes advantage of overreaction during stressful circumstances. Finally, we examine if the behavior that we document is driven by the loser or winner stocks.
All events
Panel A of Table 2 presents the average CARs of the contrarian strategy (long losers, short winners) for all events. Over all of the 21 days of the post-event window, the average CAR of the contrarian strategy remains positive and both economically and statistically significant. It starts at +1.50% on Day 1 and rises to 3.00% on Day 7. After that, it moves laterally for a few days, oscillating between 2.90% and 3.12%, and then rises again during the last 5 days of the window, ending the period with an annualized CAR of approximately 40%.
(Insert Table 2 about here) To see if this behavior is symmetric, we divided the sample into two subsamples, based on the signal or direction of the market index return (positive or negative) on the event day. Panels B and C of Table 2 , respectively, provide the results for the Positive and Negative signal subsamples. Even though the Overreaction Hypothesis is confirmed in both cases, the difference in magnitude is substantial. On the first (last) day of the post-event window, the average CAR of the contrarian strategy is 0.96% (2.38%) and 1.97% (4.17%) respectively in the Positive and Negative subsamples. This suggests that stocks overreact more strongly to the extreme negative market shocks than to the positive ones. These findings are in accordance with prior studies that document a short-term reversal of stocks after both positive and negative shocks to their own prices (Atkins and Dyl, 1990; Corrado and Jordan, 1997; Madura and Richie, 2004) , but in a more pronounced way in the latter case (Corrado and Jordan, 1997; Liang and Mullineaux, 1994; Nam, Pyun and Avard, 2001 ).
Although the intensity differs, both Positive and Negative subsamples exhibit similar behavior over time. The CARs of the contrarian strategy rapidly increase during the first half of the post-event window, move laterally for a few days, and then rises toward the end of the postevent window. By Day 21, the CAR is 2.38% (annualized 28.56%) for the Positive subsample and is 4.17% (annualized 50.04%) for the Negative subsample, in comparison to 0.8% (annualized 9.6%) and 1.02% (annualized 12.24%) change of the market index in the two subsamples over the same window. Thus the contrarian strategy generates a robust profit that does not vanish even four weeks after the initial market shock (especially when the market falls on the event day).
In Figure 1 we plot the ACARs of the loser and winner portfolios as well as the contrarian strategy (loser minus winner). To put the results in perspective, the chart also plots the average cumulative returns of the market index. The loser portfolio seems to overreact rapidly after the event (between Days 1 and 4), with steady moderate growth after that. The winner portfolio, however, essentially retains the loss over the first two days over a few days, starts to recover after Day 7 albeit at a slow pace, and the loss of the first two days are paired back only in the last two days of the period. It's also worthwhile to mention that whereas the CARs exhibited by the loser portfolio are always positive over the entire post-event window, the CARs of the winner portfolio are mostly negative. This pattern is consistent with the OH, since, by construction, the losers (winners) earned negative (positive) abnormal returns on the event day. To see if the results can be attributed to risk, we regress the returns of the contrarian strategy portfolio (R L,t -R W,t ) on X t , the set of risk factors:
In the CAPM version, the sole risk factor is the market risk premium alone, and in the FamaFrench three factors version, the two additional risk factors are the returns on the size portfolio (SMB) and the book to market portfolio (HML). The market risk premium is calculated as the difference between the daily returns of the CRSP Value Weighted Index and the risk-free rate obtained from Fama's website. The size (SMB) and book-to-market (HML) factors are also from the same source.
In theory, the betas are ex-ante expected systematic risk measures of the contrarian portfolio returns over the post-event window. Since these betas are not observed, we estimate them in two alternative ways. The results displayed in Panel A of Table 3 concern estimation of Equation 1 over the post-event window and are thus based on risk adjustment for ex-post beta(s) of the contrarian portfolio. The contrarian portfolio returns and the contemporaneous risk factor values are pooled over all the pertinent events and then a single regression is run for the pooled data to generate the Panel A Jensen's alphas. In this case, we are pretending as if we have foresight about pending systematic risk. Further it is based on pooled data over many years and hence also assumes foresight about the events as well.
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Alternatively, for Panel B of Table 3 , we first run regression Equation 1 with the market risk premium as the sole risk factor for each pertinent event using the contrarian portfolio returns and the market returns over the 126 trading days prior to the event day (about six months), t= -10, -11, .., -135. For each pertinent event, the pre-event beta of the contrarian portfolio from this regression is taken to be its ex-ante expected beta for the post-event window. Using this ex-ante or pre-event beta estimate and the average market risk premium and the average contrarian portfolio returns during the post-event window, Jensen's alpha is estimated for each pertinent event. The alpha in Panel B is the average of these event alphas and the t-statistic is based on the standard deviation of the alphas of the pertinent events.
In Panel A of Table 3 , for all groups, the contrarian strategy earns positive and significant alpha of 0.15% daily (annualized 37.80%) in both factor models, meaning that the overreaction documented is not due to a difference in the ex-post systematic risk(s) of the loser and winner stocks. As expected, the results for the Negative subsample are more pronounced than for the Positive one. For the Negative subsample, the CAPM and Fama-French alphas are both 0.17% daily (annualized 42.84%).
It's worth mentioning that the size and book-to-market factors do not seem to play a significant role in the phenomena since there is virtually no difference between the alphas of the CAPM and Fama-French three factor models.
(Insert Table 3 about here)
The results based on the event-specific ex-ante (pre-event) betas are presented in Panel B of Table 2 . Again, the contrarian strategy earns positive alphas that are statistically and economically significant, especially after negative shocks, where the CAPM alpha is 0.18% daily (annualized 45.36%). The Panel A and B results together confirm that possible change in the betas from the pre-event to the post-event period does not explain the overreaction that we document.

Subsamples of events
The way we define an extreme event can create overlaps between the post-event window of an event and one or more subsequent event dates, thus possibly convoluting and distorting the results. Suppose an extreme decrease of the market on a given day D0 is followed by an extreme rebound on the following day D1. Thus D0 and D1 are both identified as events and they overlap. us to conclude that the market indeed overreacts to extreme events in the short run. This result is in line with prior studies (Corrado and Jordan, 1997; Liang and Mullineaux, 1994 ) that aim to control for overlap, albeit of stock-specific instead of market-based events.
(Insert Table 4 about here)
As expected, the Reversal subsample in Panel C of Table 4 exhibits a very strong overreaction, the CAR starting at 1.49% on Day 1 and ending at 4.85% on Day 21, racking up an annualized abnormal return of a whopping 58.20%. Whether this is due to changing betas will be examined later in the paper. The contrarian returns for the Momentum subsample in Panel B of Table 4 are interesting in that the CARs are of modest magnitude of around 1% but positive and statistically significant (except for Days 16 and 17). By construction, this subsample is biased against contrarian strategy profits and in favor of momentum strategy profits, and yet we find contrarian strategy profits (momentum strategy loss) in support of overreaction.
The results for the Mixed subsample in Panel D of Table 4 
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To see the differential performance profile of the subsamples over the post-event days, Figure 3 plots the average CARs for them. Barring the Momentum subsample, the CAR rises at a good clip until Day 7, continuing to grow after that in the Reversal subsample and flattening out in the Non-overlapping and Mixed subsamples. In line with other studies (Madura and Richie, 2004; Corrado and Jordan, 1997; Liang and Mullineaux, 1994) , this time profile indicates that the overreaction takes place shortly after the event.
(Insert Figure 3 about here)
To see performance on a risk-adjusted basis, Table 5 reports the alpha results, based on expost and ex-ante (pre-event) beta methods, estimated separately for each subsample. In all four subsamples, the contrarian strategy earns positive and significant CAPM and Fama-French alphas. However, going from ex-post beta to ex-ante (pre-event) beta, while the CAPM alpha (daily) in the Momentum subsample increases from 0.10% to 0.18%, it drops from 0.20% to 0.10% in the Reversal subsample. This is possibly due to the contrarian returns being biased in favor of (against) the OH in the Reversal (Momentum) subsample during the post-event window.
(Insert Table 5 about here)
In the Non-Overlapping subsample, the daily CAPM and Fama-French alpha of the contrarian strategy is 0.15% (37.80% annualized) based on ex-post beta and the daily CAPM alpha is 0.13% (32.76% annualized) based on ex-ante or pre-event beta. This indicates that the OH holds even after controlling for systematic risk and confounding events. The most striking results, however, are for the Mixed subsample, in which the contrarian strategy earns the most impressive daily alphas of 0.22% (CAPM, ex-post beta), 0.20% (CAPM, ex-ante or pre-event beta) and 0.23% (Fama-French, ex-post beta). In part, this is perhaps caused by the market exhibiting a negative average daily return of about -0.10% in the post-event window of this subsample. In absolute terms the contrarian strategy performance in the Mixed subsample is still robust with a daily average raw return of 0.19%. This is rather puzzling since this subsample contains a variety of events, many of them of the momentum subsample type.
One possible explanation may be increased mispricing caused by aggravated asymmetry of information in an environment of heightened market volatility. In our sample, the market volatility (estimated over 100 trading days prior to the event day) for the Mixed subsample is 0.070, much higher than for the other subsamples (0.013 for Non-Overlapping, 0.015 for Momentum and 0.047 for Reversal). We next explore the relationship between market volatility and the contrarian profits (overreaction).
Overreaction to extreme events and volatility
To investigate the link between overreaction and market volatility, we split the whole sample into four subsamples, based on the volatility (standard deviation) of the daily market returns estimated over the 126 trading days before the event. Events with volatility above the median were classified as "High Volatility" and those below the median, as "Low Volatility". The CARs of the contrarian strategy of these classifications are displayed in Panels A and B of Table 6 . We also formed two other subsamples after ordering the events according to the market volatility and then choosing the highest 30% ("30% High") and the lowest 30% ("30% Low") volatility events.
The CARs of the contrarian strategy of these classifications are displayed in Panels C and D of Table 6 .
Once again, the OH is confirmed for all the classifications in Table 6 The same pattern is observed for the 30 percent groups, but now with even higher intensity.
The OH keeps holding for the 30% Low subsample (Panel D, Table 6 ). In fact, the contrarian strategy in 30% High subsample ends the post-event window with an annualized abnormal return of 89.04%.
These findings lead us to conclude that short-term overreaction is dominant in a high volatility environment possibly due to aggravated asymmetry of information leading to gross misadjustments in individual security prices at a time of extreme market movements.
(Insert Table 6 about here)
To provide a better view of the distinction of the contrarian strategy's performance among the groups, Figure 4 displays the average CARs of each sample. It is interesting to notice that the difference between the returns is clear not only between the High Volatility and Low Volatility subsamples, but also between the High Volatility and 30% High subsamples (not mutually exclusive). However, for the Low Volatility and the 30% Low subsamples (not mutually exclusive), this distinction is almost invisible. This observation indicates not only that the overreaction is more intense when the volatility is high, as stated before, but also that this relation is asymmetric. The market's overreaction is more sensitive to the increase in volatility in the backdrop of stressful circumstances (high market volatility) than under calmer circumstances.
(Insert Figure 4 about here)
Another interesting distinction between the low and high volatility environments relates to the time profile of overreaction. In both Low Volatility and 30% Low subsamples, overreaction seems to happen shortly after the event, and then drifting after Day 7. For the High Volatility and 30% High subsamples, however, although the ACAR rises faster during the first seven days, it keeps rising after this period and (except for two days) does not diminish until the end of the window. One possible explanation for this behavior could be related to overlapping events, since US Stock Reaction to Extreme Market Events the high volatility subsamples contain a larger number of clustered events. Therefore, each event by itself would contribute to the intensity of the overreaction, inducing the ACAR to a continuous growth profile.
To see if any of the results presented on Table 6 could be explained by the risk factors, Table   7 presents Equation 1 alpha results, based on the ex-post beta method, for the high and low volatility subsamples.
(Insert Table 7 about here)
In conformity with the earlier results, the contrarian strategy generates positive alphas for all the subsamples. Although statistically significant, they are economically smaller in the low volatility subsamples, whereas they are quite high in the high volatility subsamples. The asymmetry is also visible since the alphas are fairly close for the low volatility subsamples, but are quite different for the high volatility subsamples. Both the 0.21% daily (annualized 52.92%) alpha in the High Volatility subsample and the 0.34% daily (annualized 85.68%) alpha in the 30% High subsample are remarkable nonetheless. It is also worthwhile to mention that even under less stressful circumstances, stocks still overreact to extreme market movements in a way that the systematic risk models cannot explain.
Strategy implementation
This section takes an investment perspective by examining a strategy that aims to exploit those circumstances when the contrarian strategy seems to be more profitable. Since the overreaction is more pronounced in a high volatility environment, we use this case for our implementation below. Previously, we ordered all events over many years to determine if an event is taking place in a high or low volatility environment. But an investment implementation in real time would not have this perfect foresight. Therefore, in order to relate a "High volatility"
event to an ex-ante measure of volatility, we first estimate this regression equation:
Where D t is a dummy variable that equals 1 when the event is classified as "High Volatility"
and 0 otherwise. To focus more on events when the overreaction is even more pronounced we also estimate the following equation:
D t H is a dummy variable that equals 1 when the event is classified as "30% High" and equals zero otherwise, and D t L is a dummy variable that equals 1 when the event is classified as "30%
Low" and equals zero otherwise.
We then run the regressions on expressions (2) and (3) 
As expected, the coefficients are all significant at 1% level, positive when the volatility is classified as high or 30% high and negative when classified as 30% low. So, the thresholds for daily market volatility that would retain the most profitable events would be 1.666% (High Volatility) and 2.750% (30% High Volatility).
The investment strategy consists of two straightforward steps. In the first step, on any given day, the investor assesses the market's short and long 99.5% Value-at-Risk over the last 500 days. Whenever the day's market return exceeds its short or long 99.5% VaR, it is considered as an extreme market event that is a potential candidate for contrarian trading. In step 2, if the market volatility of the candidate event, measured by the standard deviation of the daily market return during the last 126 days, is higher than 1.666% (26.447% annualized), then the contrarian strategy is implemented. If the investor prefers a more rigorous filter, then the market volatility threshold in step 2 would be 2.750% (43.655% annualized). Table 8 respectively. 7 Consequently, both Sharpe ratios are high (5.23 for the High Volatility subsample and 5.29 for the 30% High Volatility group). In contrast, if the strategy is implemented only for those events where the market volatility is below 0.510% for a day of extreme market movement, representing the 30% Low volatility case, the daily average raw return is lower at 0.07% (17.64%
annualized) but positive and still sizable. In this case, the daily CAPM and Fama-French alphas are also lower at 0.06% (15.12% annualized) and 0.07% (17.64% annualized) respectively but are still sizable and significant at 5% level.
(Insert Table 8 about here)
These results confirm that an implementable short-term contrarian strategy after major market shocks is quite profitable, especially in the backdrop of high market volatility circumstances. Our findings are consistent with the recent literature (Daniel and Moskowitz, 2013; Barroso and Santa-Clara, 2014 ) documenting crashes (large drops) in the performance of momentum strategies (opposite of the contrarian) during more turbulent periods. To understand this phenomenon further, the next section explores if the contrarian profits are driven by the loser or winner stocks.
7 Although arbitrary, we argue that the definition for High and Low volatilities is consistent with popular indexes for this construct, like the VIX. Our preference to use this definition, instead of VIX, for example, lies in the fact that much of the data would be screened out, since the VIX dataset begins in 1986. It is worthwhile to mention that, if the strategy was based on the VIX index, it would have generated positive CAPM and Fama-French annualized alphas of 49.92% and 50.16% but with lower significance due to the smaller number of observations. The correlation between our definition to volatility and VIX is 67%.
US Stock Reaction to Extreme Market Events
Which stocks drive the overreaction: losers or winners?
The overreaction consists in a reversal of the returns of the stocks previously classified as losers and winners. Hence their CARs should be negatively related to their returns in the portfolio formation period. To examine this relation we run the following regression:
CAR 1,t2 is the cumulative return of the portfolio (loser or winner) during the post-event window (t 2 ) running from Day 1 to Day 21 and AR 0 is the return of the contrarian portfolio on the event date. Our focus is on the coefficient γ 1 . A negative and statistically significant γ 1 would indicate a reversal, that is, during the post-event window (1,t 2 ), the portfolio returns moved in a direction opposite to that on the event day. Furthermore, a comparison of the coefficients of the loser and winner portfolios would enable us to infer which one is driving the contrarian strategy performance and if the reversal takes place shortly after the event day or not. Table 9 presents the results for the four subsamples (Non-Overlapping, Momentum, Reversal, Mixed) defined in section 4.2. For brevity, we only reports the results for the holding periods t 2 =1, 5, 10, 15 and 20. We also provide the ex-post market beta of each portfolio.
(Insert Table 9 about here)
In the Non-Overlapping subsample (Panel A of Table 9 ), the loser portfolio has a negative γ 1 coefficient for t 2 =1, 5 and 10, but only t 2 =1 γ 1 coefficient is statistically significant. For the winner portfolio, the γ 1 coefficient is negative for t 2 =1, 10 and 15, and the γ 1 coefficients are all statistically significant except for t 2 =1. Additionally, the market beta of the winner portfolio (1.08) is higher than that of the loser (0.96) portfolio. In the Momentum subsample (Panel B of Table 9 ) the betas are 1.10 (winner) and 0.93 (loser), and the reversal of the loser portfolio is more pronounced than the winner portfolio, as indicated by the γ 1 coefficients being all negative and statistically significant (except for t 2 =20). In the Reversal (Panel C of Table 9 ) subsample, US Stock Reaction to Extreme Market Events the γ 1 coefficients are mostly negative and statistically significant for the loser portfolio, especially during the earlier half of the post-event window. In the Mixed (Panel D of Table 9) subsample, the γ 1 coefficients of the loser portfolio are negative for the first half of the post-event window whereas they are negative during the second half of the window for the winner stocks.
Interestingly, the loser portfolio has a higher beta (1.11 and 1.16) than the winner portfolio (0.87 and 0.93) in the Reversal and Mixed subsamples.
One of the most consistent and strongest pattern is that the loser stocks always reverse on the first trading day after an extreme market movement. Overall, it seems that the loser stocks more consistently and strongly reverse, especially during the first 10 trading days after an extreme market movement, thus driving the lucrative contrarian returns we have documented in this paper. As the CARs are cumulative over time, the earlier returns play a more dominant role and enhances the importance of the early reversal pattern of the loser stocks.
It is worth noting that the loser stocks have lower beta than the winner stocks in the NonOverlapping and Momentum subsamples (Panels A and B of Table 9 ), and their reversal is still stronger and more consistent than the winner stocks in these subsamples, especially during the first half of the post-event window. We, of course, documented earlier in this paper that in both subsamples the loser portfolio earns a positive CAPM alpha that is economically and statistically significant. It, therefore, seems that the return reversals of the loser stocks that mostly generate the contrarian profits are not due to the level of risks or changes therein.
Summary and conclusions
This paper investigates the reaction of individual stock prices to extreme swings of the broader US market between 1926 and 2013. An event here is defined as those days in which the CRSP Value Weighted Index return exceeds its (prior 500 trading days, empirical) 99.5% Value at Risk for a short or long position in the index. The event definition in terms of the broader market removes microstructure issues as an explanation for the findings that we report. Also, this approach virtually filters out all uniformed events since a major shock to the US broader market is unlikely in the absence of publicly available macro/global news or other developments.
US Stock Reaction to Extreme Market Events
In total, we investigate 663 events (310 positive and 353 negative) and we find strong evidence of statistically and economically significant support for the Overreaction Hypothesis (De Bondt and Thaler, 1985, Shiller, 1981) . This effect is relatively more pronounced after negative events, when the contrarian strategy (long losers, short winners on the event day) earns an annualized return of 50%. The strategy remains significantly profitable after controlling for systematic risk factors, providing an annualized Fama-French alpha of 30.24% after positive events and 42.84% after negative events.
The overreaction remains significant even when we control for overlapping events during our post-event window of 21 trading days following the event. In those cases, the contrarian strategy cumulative abnormal return is significant at 1% level throughout the window, generating a Fama-French annualized alpha of 37.80%. More interestingly, the Overreaction Hypothesis holds even in the case of momentum type overlaps (adjacent extreme shocks in the same direction) that are biased against this hypothesis.
We also document that overreaction is particularly pronounced when the extreme market movements are clustered, implying that overreaction and market volatility circumstances are perhaps related. Indeed, when we split the sample according to the market volatility circumstances immediately prior to the event date, we find that the overreaction is economically much more pronounced in the backdrop of stressful or high volatility situations. For the highest 30% volatility events, the CAPM annualized alpha is an overwhelming 85.68%. In this regard, we propose a practically implementable investment strategy, trading on the days of extreme market movements in high market volatility circumstances. A back test reveals that such strategy yields a Fama-French annualized alpha of 83.16% with a Sharpe ratio of 5.29. Our overreaction evidence is thus in conformity with the recent studies (Daniel and Moskowitz, 2013; Barroso and Santa-Clara, 2014) documenting crashes in the performance of the momentum strategy (opposite of the contrarian) during more turbulent periods.
Finally, we expose that the documented overreaction is driven by the returns of the loser stocks that exhibit a consistent and more pronounced reversal than the winners especially during US Stock Reaction to Extreme Market Events the first day after an extreme market swing and the next nine trading days. This happens even when their market beta is lower than that of the winners. This shows that the beta levels and their changes are not driving the contrarian profitability in the wake of the extreme market movements.
Combined with the alpha results based on both post-event and pre-event betas, our results suggest that the well-known risk factor models are inadequate in explaining the short-term overreaction of stocks in the context of extreme movements in the broader market.
Our evidence cannot be reconciled with the Uncertain Information Hypothesis (Brown, Harlow and Tinic, 1988) or the Information Hypothesis (Chan, 2003; Savor, 2012; Baule and Tallay, 2014) either. We believe a more plausible explanation for the overreaction we report is the behavioral bias (Griffin and Tversky, 1992) that investors tend to have overconfidence in events (news, developments) that are sizable/grave in magnitude but low in frequency, and hence tend to overreact. All daily returns and standard deviations are in percentage. An extreme market event is defined as a daily return on the CRSP Value Weight Index that exceeds a 99.50% Value at Risk for a short or long position in the index, based on the distribution of the previous 500 trading days. The top and bottom deciles of the abnormal returns of the stocks on the event day form the winner and loser portfolios. The abnormal return is defined as the excess return over the market return. with the market risk premium as the sole risk factor for each pertinent event using the contrarian portfolio returns and the market returns over the 126 trading days prior to the event day. For each pertinent event, the pre-event beta of the contrarian portfolio from this regression is taken to be its ex-ante expected beta for the postevent window. Using this ex-ante beta estimate and the average market risk premium and the average contrarian portfolio returns during the post-event window, the alpha is estimated for each pertinent event.
The alpha in Panel B is the average of these event alphas and the t-statistic is based on the standard deviation of the alphas of the pertinent events. The alphas are given in percentage and on a daily basis. All alphas below are significant at 1% level. we first run regression Equation 1 with the market risk premium as the sole risk factor for each pertinent event using the contrarian portfolio returns and the market returns over the 126 trading days prior to the event day. For each pertinent event, the pre-event beta of the contrarian portfolio from this regression is taken to be its ex-ante expected beta for the post-event window. Using this ex-ante beta estimate and the average market risk premium and the average contrarian portfolio returns during the post-event window, the alpha is estimated for each pertinent event. The alpha in Panel B is the average of these event alphas and the t-statistics is based on the standard deviation of the alphas of the pertinent events. The alphas are given in percentage and on a daily basis. All alphas are significant at 1% level. Table 7 : Contrarian profits after controlling for risk factors
All events
The table reports the Jensen's alpha of the contrarian strategy during the 21 days window. The t-statistics are in parentheses and N is the number of observations (N) used in regression. The contrarian portfolio returns and the contemporaneous risk factor values are pooled over the pertinent set of events and then a single regression (Equation 1) is run for the pooled data to generate the alphas. These alphas are thus based on ex-post beta (post-event window) of the contrarian portfolio. The alphas are given in percentage and on a daily basis. *Significant at the 5% level, ** at the 1% level Table 8 : Contrarian profits of the investment strategy after controlling for risk factors
The table reports the Jensen's alpha of a contrarian investment strategy that aims to trade only after events during more volatile periods, named "High" events. The column "30% High" brings the results for a more rigorous filter while the column "30% Low", for a matter of comparison, shows the results if the strategy was employed during less volatile periods. The t-statistics are in parentheses and N is the number of observations (N) used in regression. The contrarian portfolio returns and the contemporaneous risk factor values are pooled over the pertinent set of events and then a single regression (Equation 1) is run for the pooled data to generate the alphas. These alphas are thus based on ex-post beta (postevent window) of the contrarian portfolio. The alphas are given in percentage and on a daily basis. The Sharpe ratio is calculated using the market index as a benchmark. *Significant at the 5% level, ** at the 1% level CAR 1 , t2 is the cumulative return of the stock over the holding periods ranging between 1 and 20 days and AR 0 is the abnormal return on Day 0, the event day. The t-statistics are in parentheses. *Significant at the 5% level, ** at the 1% level Figure 1: Average cumulative returns of the loser and winner portfolio as well as of the contrarian strategy for all events. The average cumulative return of the market index (CRSP Value Weighted Index) was calculated employing the same methodology used to obtain the ACAR for the winner and loser portfolios. 
